
 Pilgrimage to Poland
                            in the footsteps of St. John Paul II         date: ….........................              /10 - days/

Trasa: Warsaw - Niepokalanow - Czestochowa - Oswiecim - Wadowice -
Kalwaria Zebrzydowska - Zakopane - Wieliczka - Lagiewniki -

Cracow - Sandomierz - Lublin - Warsaw
Program:
01/ - Arrival at the Warsaw Airport, greeting by the English speaking guide, transfer to a hotel, check in, dinner, overnight.
02/ - Warsaw - breakfast - bus sightseeing: the Royal Route, the Grave of Unknown Soldier and Pilsudski Square, the tomb of 
         blessed Jerzy Popieluszko, priest-martyr, walk around the Łazienki Royal Park Castle, with the Palace on the Water and 
         the Chopin's Monument, walk arround the Royal Castle, the Cathedral, Old Town (UNESCO Heritage), dinner, overnight.
03/ - Warsaw - breakfast - transfer to Niepokalanow where Fr Maximilian Kolbe founded the Franciscan community in 1927,
         sightseeing: Museum of the St Maximilian, died in Auschwitz Concentation Camp (1941), Basilica of the Immaculate -
         transfer to the south to Czestochowa - the most important national Saint Mary Sanctuary. Visit of the Pauline Fathers
         Monastery at Jasna Gora with the Chapel of the Black Madonna de Czestochowa - transfer to a hotel - dinner - overnight.
04/ - Czestochowa - breakfast - transfer to Oswiecim - visit the Museum of the Former German Nazi Concentration and
         Extermination Camp Auschwitz-Birkenau (UNESCO Heritage) - transfer to Wadowice the birthplace of Karol Wojtyla,
         future Pope John Paul II - sightseeing: the Family Wojtyla House and Basilica - transfer to Kalwaria Zebrzydowska -
         visit: the Basilica and the Calvary (UNESCO Heritage) - transfer to Zakopane a mountain resort - dinner - overnight.
05/ - Zakopane - breakfast - sightseeing: St Mary of Fatima Sanctuary at Krzeptowki, the Ski Jumping Hill, the Old Cemetery,
         a trip by funicular on Gubalowka hill, the Krupowki pedestrian street - traditional dinner with live music - overnight.
06/ - Zakopane - breakfast - transfer to Wieliczka - sightseeing: the Salt Mine (UNESCO Heritage) - transfer to Lagiewniki -
         visit: the Divine Mercy Sanctuary, John Paul II Center „Have No Fear”- transfer to a hotel in the area - dinner - overnight.
07/ - Cracow - breakfast - sightseeing: the Main Market Square, St. Mary Church, the Sukiennice Cloth Hall, the Jagiellonian
         University, the Franciskan Church with famous glass stained windows, the Wawel Royal Cathedral - dinner - overnight.
08/ - Cracow - breakfast - transfer to Sandomierz - sightseeing: Opatowska Gate, the Marketplace with beautiful burghers
         houses, the Cathedral, the underground tourist route - transfer to Lublin - dinner in a old town restaurant - overnight.
09/ - Lublin - breakfast - panoramic tour: the Academic Quarter, the John Paul II Catholic University, walking tour: the Castel
        Hill, the Market Squaire, the Dominican Church, the Cathedral, traditional   
        farewell lunch, transfer to a hotel in area of Warsaw - check in - overnight.
10/ - Warsaw - breakfast - transfer to the International Warsaw Airport, departure.  

Price:  …........... 
If you wish a more detailed information, 
please feel free to write us on: travel@olimp.lublin.pl   

The price includes:
- transfers to/from the airport,
- transportation during the trip in coach or minibus (with air-conditioning),
- accommodation: 9 nights in double rooms, in the hotels*** or ****,
- admission tickets and entrance fees to sites specified in the program, 
- half board: 9 breakfasts, 8 dinners, 1 farewell lunch,
- the radio guide system, 
- insurance policy.

The price does not include:
- beverages to the dinners, - hotel porter's service, - suplement for single room. 
The program may be adapted to other sites or airports in Poland, it also may include
lunches, according to prior order. Booking of a private Masses for group is available.   
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